Abstract. The purpose of this paper is twofold: First, we show in which way the initial solution of a domain equation for cpo's and the unique solution of a corresponding domain equation for metric spaces are related. Second, we present a technique to lift a given domain equation for cpo's to a corresponding domain equation for metric spaces.
Introduction
The frameworks of cpo's and complete metric spaces have proved to be very useful for giving denotational semantics to concurrent programming languages. In various applications, e.g. [Abr91, AraB88, ABK89, BaZ82, Sco72] , one has to solve recursive domain equations in order to obtain a suitable semantic domain. First [StoP82] presented general techniques to solve recursive domain equations in a partial order setting, later [AmR89, EdS93, MaZ91, RUT93] considered a metric setting.
[Rut95] considered equations in a category of generalized ultrametric spaces, which summarizes in a sense previous work, as cpo's and ultrametric spaces are instances of generalized ultrametric spaces. In the same sense [Wag94] includes previous work.
We are here interested in the following question: what is the effect of the choice of a mathematical discipline (i.e. cpo or metric) on the semantic domain obtained. Consider, e.g. the simple equation X ----{A_} U Z x X (where E is a fixed set) which could arise in the construction of the semantics for a simple deterministic
Correspondence and offprint requests to: Christel Baier and Mila Majster-Cederbaum, Fakult~it •r Mathematik und Informatik, Universit~it Mannheim, 68131 Mannheim, Germany. E-mail: {baier,mcb} @pi2.informatik.uni-mannheim.de language with atomic actions a 6 Z. It is not feasible to consider such equations as equations over (classical) sets for various reasons. First, an equation might be not solvable e.g. for cardinality reasons. Second, in general, even if it is solvable we have no tool to handle the meaning of infinite processes on such a solution. In order to handle recursion and/or infinite processes the semantic domain should qualify for some fixed point theorem with a suitable function type.
In the partial order approach the above equation yields a fixed point equation X ----~(X) where the functor ~ acts on a suitable category of complete partial orders. Similarly, one obtains a fixed point equation X --•(X) where the functor R acts on a category of complete metric spaces. The question is now how the initial solution D of X ~-N(X) and the unique solution M of X ~ ~(X) are related and if the semantics based on these domains coincide. In order to make the relation between ~ and ~ precise we introduce the notion of (weakly) compatible functors.
Some constructs of programming languages, e.g. concatenation of commands (;) are difficult to model in the partial order setting as they fail to exhibit the necessary monotonicity property. Other constructs, e.g. unguarded recursion, cause problems when metric is used as contractiveness cannot be guaranteed. Let us assume that we have an equation in the category of cpo's and that one language construct fails to have a monotone semantic description in the (initial) solution D. Then one might switch from order to metric. We investigate how this can be achieved.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes and unifies the various known results concerning the solutions of domain equations using metric or order. In Section 3 we establish conditions on domain equations that ensure the (weak) compatibility of solutions. The passage from order to metric is stated in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the passage from metric to order. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Solving Domain Equations in the Partial Order and Metric Approach
In this section we introduce our notations and recall the results of [SmP82] and [AmR89, MaZ91, RUT93] concerning the solutions of domain equations with partial order and metric respectively.
Initial cones and initial fixed points:
Let Cat be a category. A tower in Cat is a sequence ((gn, en) .~>0 consisting of objects (9~ of Cat and morphisms e. : (9. ~ (gn+~ in Cat. A cone of a tower ((9~, en) is a pair ((9, (hn)~>~o) (shortly ((9, h~)) consisting of an object (9 of Cat and a family (h~) of morphisms h. : On -+ (9 in Cat such that hn+l o e~ = h~ for all n ~> 0. An initial cone of a tower ((9., e~) is a cone ((9,h~) of ((9.,e~) such that for each cone (~,fn) of ((9.,en) there exists a unique morphism f : (9 -~ ~// with f o hn = f~ for all n /> 0. Let ~-: Cat -+ Cat be a functor. A fixed point of ~ is a pair ((9,f) consisting of an object (9 in Cat and an isomorphism f : (9 --~ Y((9). In this case, ((9,f) is called an initial fixed point of Y iff for all fixed points (~//, g) of J there exists a unique morphism G : (9 -* ~// in Cat such that ~(G) of = g o G. ((9,f) is called the unique fixed point of Y iff ((9, f) is an initial fixed point of ~ such that for each fixed point of (v#, g) of ~ the unique morphism G : (9 -~ ~//in Cat with ~-(G) o f = g o G is an isomorphism.
Categories of sets:
A pointed set is a pair (A, 3) consisting of a set A and an element ~ E A. 4 is called the base point of (A, 4). In the following, we often write A instead of (A, 4). The base point of A is denoted by 4+ A base point preserving function A ~ B is a function f 9 A ~ B with f(4A) = ~B. An embedding projection pair A -* B is a pair < e, c > consisting of functions e : A -* B and c : B -* A such that c o e = idA. SET' denotes the category of pointed sets and base point preserving functions. SET" e is the category of pointed sets and base point preserving embedding projection pairs. If • 9 SET ~ SET" is a functor then we define :7( E 9 SET* e ~ SET" e by ~re(A) = A, 3~re(< e,c >) = < :~ff(e),J{'(c) >. Unique solutions of domain equations for complete metric spaces: We recall the definitions and results of [AmR89, MaZ91, RUT93]. The reader is supposed to be familiar with basic notions of metric spaces, see e.g. [Dug66] . We always require that the underlying metric du of a metric space M satisfies d~ ~< 1. A pointed metric space is a pointed set which is endowed with a metric. CMS is the subcategory of nonempty complete metric spaces and non-distance-increasing functions, CUM the subcategory of nonempty complete ultrametric spaces. Let M be a subcategory of CMS. M* denotes the category whose objects are pointed M-objects and whose morphisms are base point preserving M-morphisms. M; denotes the subcategory of M* where the morphisms are restricted to embeddings (i.e. distance preserving functions). The objects of M~ are the objects in M*. M *E denotes the category whose objects are M*-objects and whose morphisms are embedding projection pairs in M*, M e the category whose objects are M-objects and whose morphisms are embedding projection pairs in M. The connection between the initial cones in CMS *E and CMS* is the following. Let (Mn, tn) be a converging tower in CMS *E, i, = < e~, c, >, and let (M, ~bn) be the initial cone of (M,, t,) in CMS *E where q~, --< hn, bn >. Then, (M, h,) is the initial cone of the tower (M,, en) in CMS*. In the following, M denotes a subcategory of CMS such that:
9 Each metric space which consists of a single element is an object in M. In Section 3 we use the fact that for each cut-contracting or locally contracting functor Jf : M* M* 9 ~ is e/p-contracting. the induced functor ~fE M*E M*E The unique fixed point of H is of the form (M, h) where (M, < h, h -1 >) is the unique fixed point of jtfE.
A class of fnnctors:
Functors built from a set of standard functors as described below are locally continuous/ e/p-contracting and yield examples of (weakly) compatible functors, i.e. they describe domain equations that can be considered in the metric framework as well as in the cpo setting. In what follows, Cat is one of the categories CPO• CMS*, CUiVI~ or SET, (9, (91, Each functor fr : CPO e --+ CPO e built from the following production system is locally continuous. (ffl X (if2 [ y~@(ff [ (if1 (3(f] 
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where D is a cpo. For each functor ~ : CMS *~ --+ CMS *~ built from the production system
;:= cons4 I idffc I X ---+ J~ I ~'~ x Jla2 I y'(3~a I ~t~l (3,keg~ I ~gr _+E J~2
(where M is a pointed complete metric space) we define the contraction coefficient 4 Here, for 51, ~-2 to be endofunctors on Cat, (,~1,.~2) denotes the functor Cat--* Cat x Cat, (~-~1,~2)((9) = (,~1((9),J2( (9)), (~-b~2)(f) = (o~l(f),~2(f)) 9 Similarly, we define (o~1,~2) :
Cat e --+ Cat E x Cat e for endofunctors ~1, ~ on Cat ~.
c(af) as in [AmR89] : c(i~) = c, c(cons~) = O, c(2 --+ :If) = c(E | Jr) = c(~),
C(~ 1 X ~'//02) = c(J~ 1 (~ J/a2) = max{c(~,Vfl), C(Jgo2)}, C(og/01 __+E J/a2) = max{oo. c(Jgl), c()g2)} with oo 9 0 = 0 and 00 9 c = oc if c > 0. Then, each functor Yt ~ : CMS *E --+ CMS *E of the above production system with c(Jf) < 1 is e/p-contracting.
(Weakly) Compatible Domain Equations
In what follows, D and M are subcategories of CPO and CMS respectively that satisfy the three conditions of Section 2.
We relate fixed point equations of functors f9 : D e ~ D e with equations of functors Jf 9 M *e ~ M *e. f# and Yf are weakly compatible if they are both lifted from a functor o~f on sets 9 The associated initial/unique fixed points are weakly compatible, i.e. the underlying sets coincide (Theorem 1). ff and ~ are compatible if they preserve the compatibility of objects D in D e and M in M *e and if the "set"-aspect of two morphisms ~c in M *E and ~b in D e coincide, so this is also true for Jg(~c) and ff(~b). The fixed points of compatible functors are compatible, i.e. they are weakly compatible and II xn = lira xn for every monotone Cauchy sequence (Theorem 2). Please note that one can extend our framework straightforwardly to encompass functors on D• together with functors on M* (or M) and functors on D e with functors on M e. In order to ensure that the partial order and the metric on weakly compatible domains induce 'compatible' notions of approximability we define compatible domains as weakly compatible domains where limits and least upper bounds of monotone Cauchy sequences coincide. Example 3.7. Theorem 2 can be applied to all functors ~r 9 CPO e ~ CPO e and ~ 9 CMS *E ~ CMS *e with c(~) < 1 which are given by the following production system.
(fr r fr W1 r ovf2) I (~1 ~e fr W1 ~e ovf2).
Here, we suppose that D and M are compatible. [] Theorem 2 follows by Proposition 3.13. The proof of Theorem 2 can be sketched as follows.
Step 1: If (Dn, in) is a tower in D e and (M~, #~) a converging tower in M *e such that D., Mn are compatible and Scpo(t.) = Jcms(#n) for all n ~> 0 then the initial cones (D, q~.) and (M, ~.) are compatible and Jcpo(~b.) = Joms(K.) for all n ~> 0.
Step 2: Let fr Jf be as in Theorem 2 and Do = M0 = {l}, Dn+l = fq(Dn), M.+I = ~(M~). Let l0 be the unique arrow Do --~ D1 in D e and let p0 be the unique arrow M0 ~ M1 in M *e satisfying J~po(~0) = Jcms(#0). Let t~+l = ~(z.), #.+1 = ~(#~)-Then, the towers (D~, tn) and (M., #~) satisfy the conditions of Step 1. Hence, the initial/unique fixed points of fr and ~ (which are the initial cones of (D., ~n) and (M., #.) respectively) are compatible.
In order to show that the initial cones of 'compatible' towers in D e and M *e are compatible (Step 1) we use a new category of complete metric partial orders (i.e. sets which are endowed with a partial order and a compatible metric). We show that ff and ~ induce an endofunctor ~ on the category of complete partial orders. ~ has an initial fixed point. This is the initial fixed point of fr and the unique fixed point of ~r Definition 4.1. Let 7 9 [0, 1] ~ {0, 1, 89 88 ~,..., } be given by 7(0) = 0 and 1/2. 7(4) < ~ ~< 7(4) for all 0 < ~ ~< 1. The functor F 9 CUM* ~ CUM* is given by
In the following, we write FM instead of F(M, d). If M is a subcategory of CUM then FM* denotes the subcategory of M* whose objects are those objects M in M* such that M = FM and whose morphisms are M*-morphisms between FM*-objects. If ~f 9 M* M* = --> is a functor with F o 2/g 2/f then ~4~ is an object in FM* for all objects M in M*. In particular, if (M, e) is a fixed point of then M is an object in FM*. In the following theorem we deal with F-contracting endofunctors on the category CUM~e. We obtain by Lemma 2.2(c):
Lemma 4.3. Each F-contracting endofunctor of CUM~e has a unique fixed point.
We now present the main result of this section which asserts that each domain equation for cpo's which is a lifting of a domain equation for pointed sets induces a domain equation for pointed complete ultrametric spaces such that the initial solution of the cpo equation and the unique solution of the metric equation are compatible. Step 2: If fr : D• ~ Dx is a locally continuous functor and 2( : SET* ~ SET* and a functor such that Jopo o fq = S o Jopo then S induces an endofunctor ~-of complete rank ordered sets (i.e. rank ordered sets where the associated ultrametric space is complete).
Step 3: Let The next lemma shows that each pointed complete ultrametric space M can be endowed with a suitable rank ordering. In addition, it shows that for any suitable rank ordering on a complete rank ordered set M and for any base point preserving embedding e : M ~ N there exist a function c : N ~ M and a suitable rank ordering on N such that e and c are rank preserving. = idM, drN(e(c(q) ),q) = 6rN (q,e(M) ) and c is rank preserving. In particular, c is base point preserving and ArN(e, c) = 6(e (FM), FN) .
N ~ /?4 U {oo} be given by E(t/) = sup{n ~> 0 : e-l(B(t/, 1/2n)) :~ 0} and let B(t/) = B(t/, 1/2 z(")) if E(t/) @ ~ and B(t/) = {t/} otherwise. Then, for all t/, (I) If dN(rl, rl' ) <<. 1/2 k then either E(t/) = E(t/) ~< k and B(t/) = B(t/) or E(t/), E(t/) ~> k and B(t/) Ca B(t/) _c B(t/, 1/2k). 
Lifting of Endofunctors in SET to Endofunctors in CUM~
We present a technique to lift endofunctors of SET to V-contracting endofunctors of CUM:e. Given an endofunctor of SET* we define an endofunctor of the category of complete rank ordered sets and then an endofunctor of CUA~e. Figure 1 shows the connection between the functors fq, ~rank, 2,~, ff and 24 ~.
Lifting Metric Domain Equations to Domain Equations for cpo's
The question arises whether in analogy to Theorem 3 domain equations in the metric setting can be lifted to domain equations for cpo's. (D, fi) ). Contradiction. Hence, using the idea to go the opposite way in the proof of Theorem 3, i.e. going from complete ultrametric spaces to complete rank orderings to rank ordered cpo's and then to cpo's, fails. At this moment we have no idea how a given metric domain equation can be lifted to a corresponding domain equation for cpo's.
Conclusion
In Theorems 1 and 2 we have shown that domain equations which can be considered in the metric and in the cpo setting and which can be solved by the methods of [StoP82] and [AmR89, MaZ91, RUT93] respectively have (weakly) compatible solutions. In Theorem 3 we presented a method to define a corresponding metric domain equation for a given cpo domain equation such that the solutions are compatible. In Theorems 1-3 we cannot deal with powerdomain constructions like ~Plotkin(') or ~dosed(') (where ~Plotkin(') denotes the Plotkin powerdomain of (-) and ~dos~d(M) the collection of closed subsets of a metric space M) or with function space functors like •(M1,M2) = M1 >ndi M2 (which means the collection of all non-distance-increasing functions from the metric space M1 into the metric space M2) or ~(D1, D2) = D1 >~ D2 (which means the collection of all continuous functions from the cpo D1 into the cpo D2). The reason is that the underlying set of the image ~-(A) of an object A under such functors depends on the underlying partial order or metric and not only on the underlying set J(A). This implies that there does not exist an endofunctor S of a suitable category of sets such that 3( ,cms J4"2(M) can be found where ~, Jig and ~r Yfi are compatible (in our or in some other sense). Here, Ncpo(') and Noms(') denote a suitable powerdomain construction in the partial order and metric setting respectively, ~epo and ~cms a suitable function space construction for cpo's or complete metric spaces.
